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THE MECHANISM OF RFSTORING EQUZLIBRIUM
AND STABILITY IN POLISH MARKET

by

Prof. Dr. hab. Stefan Mynarski

The second stage of the economic reform implies a wider than be-
fore use of economic mechanisms in the control of the national economy. An
important role in this respect is to be played by the market mechanism,
the task of which should be the restoration of equilibrium and stability
on the market.

The use of economic mechanisms in the control of the national
economy is very important because it makes the constant supervisíon of the
course of complicated economic processes unnecessary. In particular, it
refers to the market sector, which is characterized by a great variety and
complexity of processes and phenomena. Uncertainty of decisions and inde-
finiteness of situations predominate in this sector. At the same time,
however, various regularities in the reactions of the market subjects to
some decisions or situations can be clearly observed. Thus, ít can be
deduced that the main "driving forces" necessary for the efficient func-
tioning of the market and its mechanism exist in this sector. All that
should be done is to "release" them in a proper way and to introduce them
into the general control system of the national economy.

The market takes a central place in the system of economy and it
links the production with consumption. Moreover, it verifies the accuracy
of decisions by confronting supply and demand. The final step of these
confrontations is equilibrium which changes constantly just like produc-
tion, consumption and the whole of the market environment. Equilibrium is
a functional state of the market and means most advantageous adjustment to
the changing environment. Stability, on the other hand, is a structural
feature which is unchanged by the environment and enables the system reach
an equilibrium in spite of disturbances of environment.

Thus stability is the feature much more important than equili-
brium. Equilibrium may eventually be reached or not, while the existence
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of stability means that the system tends to equilibrium though it does not
have to reach it. The common feature of equilibrium and stability is also
that they are both the products of interactions, between the system and
its environment. During these interactions the system first of all attains
equilibrium as a form of primary adjustment, and orientates it towards the
external environment. Then it increases stability as a feature of secon-
dary adjustment and orientates it towards the internal environment. Just
as the system cannot exist without its environment, so the system within
the environment cannot exist without equilibrium and in equilibrium with-
out stability.

The interdependences between the system and its environment as
well as between equilibrium and stability is fully reflected in the econo-
mic system and, particularly, in the market system.
The market system has its internal environment which takes the form of
relations between the subjects, i.e., the sellers and buyers, and the
objects, i.e., the products and needs. The external environment of the
market consists of natural, sociological, geological and ecological condi-
tions. The interdependencies between these environments results in the
restoration of equilibrium as a response of the market to the changing
external environment. It also brings about stability as a kind of "immuni-
ty" of the internal environment to disturbances.

However, the question arises about the actual role of equilibrium
and stability in the functioning of the system within its environment. As
it was stated before, equilibrium is a functional state of the system
forces by the environment in a systematic ~non-random~ way. The remaining
~random~ part of environment which accidently affects the system has no
influence upon its equilibrium but only upon deviations from it. Stabili-
ty, than, which is a structural feature of the system, functions as a
defence against the influences of external disturbances. Zn this way the
influence of environmental enforcements manifests itself in the changes of
the equilibrium, while the influence of disturbances is reflected in the
deviations from equilibrium.
Equilibrium is a response of the system to environmental enforcements and
it is the state most desirable for the system. Stability is a response to
disturbances and it is the form of most efficient return to equilibrium by
eliminating deviations.
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Similarly, the lack of response of the system to the environmental
enforcements can be regarded as disequilibrium, while the lack of reaction
to disturbances - as instability. Thus, disequilibrium is not a deviation
from equilibrium but the lack of equilibrium itself, just as instability
is not an inability of the system to reach equilibrium but simply the lack
of stability. Moreover, it should be added that disequilibrium decides in
advance about instability.

Transferring those considerations to the market system we can
state that only a perfect market operating in a free market economy has
sll the features of a balanced and stable market. It is due to market
mechanism which controls demand and supply by means of price equilibrium.
All deviations from this equilibrium are automatically eliminated by a
loop of control.

The situation is different in a planned economy where, because of
the superiority of a plan over the market, most of strategic, macroecono-
mic decisions are made by the Central Planning Committee. Only operational
and some tactical decisions are taken by the market organisations. The
basic problem is partitioning of competences in relation to prices, mar-
gins, profits etc. The sole elimination of price from the operations of
market deprives its stability, and additional interference into the struc-
ture of supply may deprive such a market of equilibrium as well.

Finally in a centralized economy where the majority of strategic,
tactical and operational decisions are taken by the central government,
the market is, as a rule, unbalanced and instable. It results from the
nature of the central management using direct decisions in relation to
price, supply and demand. It is extremely difficult, if possible at all,
in such a situation to bring a market back to equilibrium, unless one
allows for an increasing destabilization of the market.

In order to form in proper way the equilibrium and stability of
the market it is necessary to know their common mechanism which is feed-
back. It transmits from output to input the results of earlier influences
of the environment on the subsequent states of the system. The way in
which current influences of the environment are connected at the input
with the results of its earlier influences determines the kind of feedback
which may be either positive or negative. In the case of a positive feed-
back the influences are summed while in the case of a negative feedback
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they are subtracted. Summing of influences at the input leads to their
compensation, while subtracting them - to their correction. In this case,
compensation leads to unilateral adjustment, while the correction involves
oscillatory adjustment. Those two adjustments may be convergent and leads
towards equilibrium or else they may be divergent and move system away
from equilibrium. It depends on the feedback cspacity which finally deter-
mines stability or instability.

It is fairly easy to examine the mechanism of a single feedback
with regard to equilibrium and stability. However, it is much more diffi-
cult to define the dynamic effects of a larger number of feedbacks which
usually operate in more complex economic systems. Even in a simple system
such as a perfect market there are at least two negative feedbacks, one
relating price to supply and the other, price to demand. Price in such a
system is an element coupling two convergent feedbacks oppositely dírec-
ted. Those feedbacks bring about stability in which all deviations of
prices from their equilibrium are eliminated.

Much more complicated mechanisms appear in unbalanced markets
which operate under the strong pressure of environment or the interference
of government. In such a case the market mechanism is distorted and it is
unable to keep either equilibrium or stability of the system. Neverthe-
less, this mechanism may serve as a tool of investigation unbalanced mar-
ket.

The situation on our home market is characterized by the domina-
tion of demand highly exceeding insufficient supply. This generates not
only deep disequilibrium but also some more serious effects such as infla-
tion and inflationary surplus. This inflationary surplus threatens to fall
on the least expected segment of our unbalanced market. Such phenomena are
partly eliminated ex post by price rises. Those rises, in turn, lead to an
increase in costs of living and force a rise in wages or a fall in labour
productivity. Such a situation still deepens disequilibrium and increases
inflation.

To visualize the mechanism of those interdependences a diagram was
drawn, which presents the market interconnected with its production and
consumption environments. The production environment comprises two main
streams of input: fixed assets and employment, whereas the consumption
environment includes also two main streams: purchase funds and cash stock.
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The market system itself includes supply fed by deliveries and completed
by stock, and demand fed by sales representing realized purchases. An
excess of demand over supply is represented at the point of equilibrium by
a negative deviation which affects inflation. Inflation, in turn, influen-
ces the price. Finally, disequilibrium is complemented by the influence of
inflation on labour productivity and of prices on wages. In the whole
mechanism several feedbacks take part and they play an great important
role in the restoration of equilibrium and stability. The basic role in
the whole mechanism is played by two feedbacks closely connected with
equilibrium. namely the feedback between supply and labour productivity
which is positive and the feedback between demand and price which is nega-
tive. The coupling element is inflation which plays the same role in dis-
equilibrium as price in the classical mechanism of market equilibrium.
Thus, we can observe here a great similarity to the classical mechanism of
equilibrium in which two feedbacks oppositely directed operate. However,
instead of two negative ones as in the case of price, in this case, one is
negative and the other positive because of a different role of inflation.
The positive feedback in the supply system has a compensating effect,
whereas the negative feedback in the demand system has a corrective ef-
fect. It is so, because an increase in supply leads to a reduction of
inflation which, in turn, results in a rise in labour productivity. This
again increases supply and the process is repeated. The situation is dif-
ferent when supply falls because this leads to the growth of inflation, a
drop in labour productivity and a further decrease in supply. Thus, com-
pensating action can be bidirectional and can favour or not the restora-
tion of equilibrium. It depends on the simultaneous action of the negative
feedback on the side of demand, which has a corrective effect. Namely, an
increase in demand yields an increase in inflation leading to a rise in
prices which, in turn, restrains sales and decreases demand. Now, a de-
crease in demand operates inversely towards a fall in inflation, a drop in
prices, an increase in sales and, thereby, a growth of demand. This is a
corrective action which may either suppress price - and - demand oscilla-
tions or activate them. This also depends on the other mechanisms of feed-
backs.

The mechanism which is very closely connected with the system of
demand is the mechanism of waiting demand which generates forced savings
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in the form of growing cash-stock. This mechanism is coupled positively
with demand and negatively with sales, whereby, together with the re-
maining component of a negative feedback in the demand system, it forms a
positive feedback which enters into compensating reactions with inflation.
This compensation makes cash stocks change over time into the so called
inflationary surplus.

The system which is very closely connected with the market mecha-
nism is a wage system. By means of a positive coupling with price and a
positive coupling with labour productivity, it enters into compensating -
corrective reactions with the system of supply and demand, and, eventually
becomes a regulating mechanism with a negative feedback. This system regu-
lates prices and wages adjusting them to the level of inflation which is
negatively coupled with supply by means of a stimulating function of wages
and labour productivity. In other words an increase in inflation followed
by a rise in prices and in costs of living exerts pressure on wages. When
these wages have regained their stimulating function they will bring about
an increase in labour productivity. This, in turn, will lead to a rise in
production and in supply, and, thereby, to a drop in inflation, which will
initiate an opposite process. This mechanism may be convergent or diver-
gent depending on whether wages perform their motivating or their compen-
sating functions. This may easily be tested by comparing the rate of in-
crease in labour productivity and the rate of increase in average wages.
If the former exceeds the latter then the stimulating function of wages
prevails and the mechanism is convergent. In the reverse situation the
compensating function of wages predominates and the mechanism is diver-
gent.

The wage system is interrelated with the income system which is
inversely connected with the system of demand by means of three feedbacks.
The basic feedback is the coupling of wages and demand by purchase funds.
Positive couplings between prices and wages and between purchase funds and
sales cause the mechanism to form a positive feedback with compensating
effect. This mechanism interacts with the positive component of the cor-
rective feedback in the demand system. This mechanism compensates the
influence of open inflation upon demand.

The other feedback in the income system is the coupling relation
between purchase funds and cash stock, which is connected with the demand
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system by means of positive loop. It forms a positive feedback with com-
pensating effect in the same configuration as before. Within this feedback
the compensation of the influence of latent inflation on demand takes
place.

The third feedback in the íncome comprises savings which are posi-
tively connected with disposable income and negatively with purchase funds
and which enter into further relations with the demand system. As a result
of those interrelations a wider system of a negative corrective feedback
is formed. This feedback reacts to changes in inflation by changes in
savings. Namely, an increase in open inflation has its positive effect in
the compensating action of the feedback loop with purchase funds and is
transmitted in a corrective way into savings, the rise in which decreases
purchase funds and restrains the further growth of inflation.

Analitical counterpart of graphic dependences in the market system
is s mathematical model, which consists of set jointly dependent rela-
tions. Simultaneous equations of the model were estimated by means of Two-
Stage Least Squares on base of time series data for 1970-1985. Numerical
results of estimation are following blocks of equations:

I. Supply

Ylt - Y2t ; x3t-1 - x3t www
Y2t - 5,39617 . 0,246867 Y3t - 0,006917 x2t
Y3t -- 1609,48 t 56,2944 xlt . 12,2959wow x4t t 24,2483 e Y4t

oY4t -- 9.57939w 4 0,040644wów Y15t - 0,019042wY12t-1

II. Demand

Y5t - Y6t ~ ~~lOt wrw wwY6t - 30,3272 t o,925098 Y~t - 0,601528 n Y13t
Y7t - Y8t - A Y9t - x5t wwwY8t -- 5194.83 ~ 352.589 xlt ' 1.1036~ n Y15t

w ww~ ww. indicates test of significance at lOX, 5X, ix level respective-
ly.
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01' - - 17,8635 . 0,060422wwYt 8
oYlot - 8.10334w ~ 0,391719.ww~Y~t - Y6t~

III. Disequilibrium

Yllt - Ylt - Y5t

Y12t ' 43.3232w - 1,13975wwYilt

oY13t - - 1,69867 - 0,045887wwY - 1,164697wwYw www 12t-1 llt
~Y14t - 2,11607 F 1,11191 A Y~3trw www
oY15t - 397.563 . 18,2031 o Y14t

The block of supply consists of four relations describing the flow
of supply which is fed from the outside by production and connected inver-
sely with the block of disequilibrium by labour productivity. The supply
is described by means of a balance equation of deliveries and stocks.
Deliveries depend positively and very significantly on production and
insignificantly on import. Production depends significantly on an increase
in fixed assets and in labour productivity and insignificantly on employ-
ment. This points to an importance of intensive methods of production
increase. Finally an increase in labour productivity depends significantly
on an increase in average wages and insignificantly on inflation.

The block of demand consists of six relations describing the de-
mand flow fed from the outside by funds and coupled with the disequili-
brium block by wages and prices. The volume of demand includes both met
demand represented by sales, and waiting demand represented by an increase
in savings. Sales, in turn, depend positively and very significantly on
purchase funds and negatively and significantly on prices. Purchase funds
were defined as a dífference between disposable income and an increase in
voluntary savings, minus the remaining nonconsumption expenditures. Dis-
posable income depends significantly on en increase in average wages and
insignificantly on employment which would mean that the source of income
is of wage and not of employment character. An increase in voluntary sa-
vings is positively and significantly dependent on disposable income,
while an increase in cash stock representing an increase in forced savings
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is positively and significantly dependent on an excess of purchase funds
over the value of sales.

Finally, the block of disequilibrium which, in a sense, binds the
blocks of supply and demand, consists of five relations describing the
consequences of the distortion of equilibrium; the distortion which even-
tually leads to inflation. Equilibrium is described by means of a balance
equation of supply and demand.
An excess of supply over demand is defined as a positive deviation from
equilibriuu, while an excess of demand over supply - as a negative devi-
ation. Inflation, in turn, depends negatively and very significantly on
disequilibrium, i.e., át increases when demand rises and supply diminishes
and reversely it decreases when supply rises and demand falls. An increase
in the price level depends significantly on equilibrium and on inflation.
Namely, the price level increases when demand rises and supply diminishes
and reversely it drops when supply increases and demand falls. A negative
sign of the relationship between prices and inflation points to the exis-
tence of latent inflation which is not overtly reflected in the príce
index. A rise in the price level results in a very significant increase in
the costs of living which, in turn, brings about an increase in average
wages. In this way the cycle of interdependences is closed.

All the above presented calculations confirm the existence of
multilateral interdependences in the system of an unbalanced market. These
interdependences generate various development processes favouring or re-
straining the restoration of equilibrium and stability. It depends on
capacities of feedbacks being products of coupling coefficients in closed
loop of feedback. If those products in their absolute value are smaller
than one, then a given system is stable; if, however, they are greater
than one then the system is unstable.

Thus, while analysing the capacities of the respective feedbacks
in our system, we come to the conclusion that six out of seven feedbacks
are stable and only one is unstable. The most stable feedbacks are those
including cash stock and savings. Like 'expansion tanks" they eliminate
all the deviations from the desirable states of equilibrium. They are
followed by two feedbacks which balance demand and supply. The feedback on
the side of demand is more stable than the one on the side of supply.
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The other stabilizing feedbacks are systems, siding supply by
labour productivity and aiding demand by purchase fund. The feedback which
includes wages, destabilizes the system. Wages which are seperated from
labour productivity and susceptible to any price changes bring about sig-
nificant fluctuations in incomes. This destabilizing effect spreads not
only over the elements within the operation area of the above mentioned
feedback but also over other elements which are under the influence of
stabilizing feedbacks. The eventual predomination of stabilizing or desta-
bilizing effects is determined by a mutual configuration of feedbacks and
of their capacities. which is fully reflected in the structural characte-
ristics of the coupling matrix in the system. These characteristics are
the eigenvalues being the characteristic roots of the determinant equation
of the matrix.

In the case of discussed market model the matrix sized 15 x 15
includes fifteen characteristic roots. These are the following roots:

~1 - -1,53808743
~2 - 1,44127551
~3 - 0.34523485
~4 - 0,05784463

a5,a6 - -1,14196925 : 1,09608942 i
~7,~8 - 1,03510151 s 1,09841198 i
~9,~10 - -0,04626603 : 1,50083614 i

~11 - ~12 - ~13 - ~14 - ~15 ~ 0

The occurance of ten non-zero roots and five zero roots means,
that the modelled system is dynamic in 2~3 and inert in 1~3. This dynamics
is characterized by the domination of the corrective processes described
by six complex roots over the compensatory processes described by four
real roots. Both corrective and compensatory processes are characterized
by instability which is confirmed by the roots values greater than one in
their module. Among real roots there are two roots smaller than one, what
indicates on existence of certain stability tendencies in compensatory
processes. However these tendencies appear too weak to counteract the
destabilizing influences of the remaining processes. The corrective pro-
cesses described by the complex roots are all unstable because moduli of
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these roots are all greater than one and they are respectively: r5 6-1,5828789, r~ 8- 1,5092859. r9~10 - 1,501548. This relatively even level
of instability has a form of explosive oscillations repeating in each
t- 2Ó units of time, where 6 is an argument of a complex root. Taking
into consideration the values of the arguments for the respective pairs of
roots we have the following periods of repetitions: t5~6 - 8,214, t~~8 -
7'709' t9,10 - 4,081. As we can notice, the periodicality of oscillations
diminishes together with the level of instability, which means that the
corrective manouvres with smaller deviations are shorter but more fre-
quent, whereas the manouvres with bigger deviations are longer but less
frequent.

The indication of instability in corrective and compensatory pro-
cesses inside of unbalanced market does not mean that they refer to all
variables of the system in the same degree. Only the characteristic vec-
tors decide about it. These vectors assign the dynamic effects of the
individual characteristic roots to the appropriate variables of the system
according to the component values of these vectors. Thanks to these vec-
tors we can not only localize the influences of the dynamic effects of the
individual roots, but also define the areas of stability and instability
within the system.

It follows from the analysis of the component values of the indi-
vidual vectors, that wages and the disposable income are characterized by
the greatest instability within the corrective and compensatory processes.
Then come purchasing fund and production. Supply and demand, in turn, are
characterized by the greatest stability in the compensatory processes,
what results from the nature of their market adjustability. Then come
sales and deliveries and cash stock. The remaining elements are under the
mutual influence of the stable and unstable processes, with the domination
of instability. Among the unstable spheres one can distinguish the income-
wages area, which is partly stabilized by cash stock and savings, and the
production-delivery area, which is stabilized by stocks. The area relati-
vely stable is supply-demand area, which is stabilized by prices.

Inflation and disequilibrium turned out to be the inertia elements
connected with the permanent domination of demand over supply.

The adjustive processes are also interesting in relation to
phases. They move with different delay or precede with reference to the
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achieved amplitudes in the oscillatory process of deviations from the
equilibrium. As the analysis of periodic functions of complex roots and
their appropriate complex vectors shows, that demand and supply appear
first in the adjustment cycles and disequilibrium follows them, which
generates inflation and the growth of prices. Next come: the growth of
costs of living and growth of wages what involves growth of disposable
income and the fall of labour productivity. The result of this are changes
in purchasing fund, savings and cash stock and changes in the production.
Sales and deliveries react consecutively to these changes, and this influ-
ences demand and supply, and thus the cycle is closed. This cycle of in-
terdependencies in very small mutations is repeated in individual oscilla-
tions. giving in effect a spiral with the triple splice. The most interes-
ting in this spiral is the location of the individual elements and node
points, i.e., the junction of the same elements in a given place of the
spiral. This means that the correctíve processes have their encoded regu-
larity, which can be described by means of replicas on the spiral of in-
terdependencies. This does not, however, change the fact that this process
as an effect of an earlier encoded instability in the characteristic roots
is the divergent process and does not tend to equilibrium.

As it can be seen from this, the corrective mechanism the task of
which is to bring the system back to equilibrium because of its regvlatory
properties dces not fulfil this function in the case of the modelled mar-
ket system. Also the compensatory mechanism, which should adjust the equi-
librium to the external enforcements because of its adaptive properties,
cannot keep such an equilibrium despite certain stabilizing tendencies.
Thus the inner mechanisms of the modelled market system are not capable of
restoring equilibrium and stability.

A question arises what should be done to restore the regulatory
and adaptive abilities of these mechanisms, which could bring the market
system first to the appropriate stability and then - to equilibrium. This
is the matter of the structural changes within the mechanisms which must
be preceded by the appropriate changes in the deregulated market system.
At first it must cover sll those elements which are in the areas of the
greatest instability. In our case this refers especially to wages which
must be more closely related to productivity rather than to prices. It
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turns out that even the smallest change here can radically slter the sta-
bilizing properties of the whole system. This also refers to the remaining
elements destabilizing the market, such as: disposable income and volume
of production which should be better adjusted to the needs of population.

The next step to be considered is the possibility of strengthening
the stabilizing elements in the system. In the case of the modelled market
system it refers especislly to demand and supply and their corrective
mechanism of prices. There is no other alternative of strengthening the
stability of the market apart from strengthening its regulatory mechanism.
So far this mechanism has acted rather incompletely covering only the
demand sphere. In this system demand reacts rather correctly to price and
price - to the deviations of demand from supply, the example of which can
be black market and speculation. On the side of supply there is no elastic
reaction of deliveries to price because of the monopolistic tendencies in
production and the lack of competition, as well as the lack of the feed-
back reaction of price to the deviations of supply from demand because of
a relatively voluntaristic way of establishing the prices. This, in turn,
leads to disequilibrium and instability which deepens over time and leads
to the serious distortions and deformations in the sphere of the market
relations, paralyzing thus the functioning of the whole economy.

This research proved the possibility of restoring equilibrium and
stability by introducing very significant reforms into the market system.
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APPENDIX

List of variables:

Y1 - Supply ~milliards zl~
YZ - Deliveries ~milliards zl~
Y3 - Production ~milliards zl~
Y4 - Labour productivity ~thousands zl~
Y5 - Demand ~milliards zl~
Y6 - Sales ~milliards zl~
Y~ - Purchase fund ~milliards zl~
Y8 - Disposable income ~milliards zl~
Y9 - Savings ~milliards zl~

Y10 - Cash stock ~milliards zl~
Y11 - Disequilibrium ~milliards zl~
Y1z - Inflation ~milliards zl~
Y~3 - Price index ~1960 - 100 per cent~
Yi4 - Costs of living index ~1960 - 100 per cent~
Y15 - Average wages ~zl~

X1 - Employment ~thousands persons~
X2 - Import ~milliards zl~
X3 - Commodity stocks ~milliards zl~
X4 - Fixed assets ~milliards zl~
X5 - Nonconsumption expenditures ~milliards zl~
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5tatistical data ~1~

Produc- Fixed Deliv- Disp. Purchase
Year tion Assets eries Sales Income Funds

1970 1968,9
1971 2201,0
1972 2447.2
1973 2756.6
1974 3189,6
1975 3605.5
1976 4348,3
1977 4772.1
1978 5158,6
1979 5373.9
1980 5657,6
1981 6007.4
1982 12033,4
1983 14559,5
1984 17446,4
1985 21219,5

3485,0 496,4 448,2 489,0 464,2
3607.0 543,9 485.5 541,1 505,1
3826,0 606,5 547.3 611,4 549,8
4086,0 678,5 615,6 687.3 614,2
4448,0 793,8 704,1 789,8 704,2
4839,0 899,1 814,8 897.8 820,1
5299.0 1033,1 920,1 1022,5 950.9
5835.0 1164,7 1041,8 1156,3 1074,8
6368,0 1260,2 1132,1 1271,0 1187,6
6904,0 1357.5 1235,1 1374,2 1305.5
7337,0 1415,9 1334,4 1539.1 1459,0
7704,9 1496,1 1510,7 1975.5 1756,7
8454,1 2855,1 2690,1 3293.0 3017,4
9487,7 3680,8 3520,0 4086,2 3799,2

10724,4 4385.9 4232.7 4848,1 4542,1
12347,2 5164,1 4986,3 6012,1 5439,1
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Statistical data ~2~

Cash Employ- Labour Average
Year Savings Stock Inflation ment produc- wages

tivity

1970 114,8 55,4 18,0 15175 55.0 2235
1971 133.5 63,2 15,2 15450 61,9 2358
1972 166,5 71,7 0,5 15829 67.1 2509
1973 209.6 87.4 18,3 16167 73.3 2798
1974 260,5 105.9 34.6 16454 81,3 3185
1975 302,8 127,8 32,6 16572 89.8 3913
1976 334,1 147,5 66,2 16548 105,6 4281
1977 370,6 162,4 77,6 16639 113.5 4596
1978 409,0 185,1 143,4 17109 123,4 4887
1979 456,6 211,1 155,0 17229 121,3 5327
1980 492.9 266,0 229,4 17325 125,4 6040
1981 664,6 370,7 481,3 17420 135,2 7689
1982 866,9 564,2 1732,7 16996 303,7 11631
1983 1058,2 662,1 911,5 16951 379,9 14475
1984 1237,2 764,9 845,3 16998 459,6 16838
1985 1667.2 942,8 1076,5 17137 542,9 20005
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Statistical data ~3~

Price Costs of Commodity Import Nonconsumption
Year Index Living Stocks Expenditures

Index

1970 110,3 120,3 117,8 242,2 17,3
1971 io9.3 12o.i 132.0 271.9 17.3
1972 108,9 120,1 141,7 349,1 28,6
1973 112,5 123,2 149,1 510,4 30,0
1974 118,3 131,6 173.0 703.1 34.7
1975 122,4 135.5 188,0 835.8 35,4
1976 127,3 141,9 216,9 920,2 40,3
1977 133,0 148,8 242,8 948,4 45,0
1978 144,2 161,8 267,3 1012,2 45,0
1979 154,8 172,6 273,4 1094,2 43,1
1980 168,0 188,3 262,0 1174,1 43,8
1981 198.9 234,2 186,1 963.5 47,1
1982 416,5 471,9 349.5 868,9 73.3
1983 507.7 580,9 497.7 970,2 95.7
1984 581,3 672,1 648,1 1209,7 127,0
1985 664,4 768,9 856,0 1594.9 143,0
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